NAMMA VEEDU INFANCY DAY CARE
CENTER
[Montessori integrated Uni5 system of early
child education]
Theethipalayam - Coimbatore
FEED BACK OF STAFF MEMBERS ABOUT
SENDURAI TEACHERS' TRAINING
SESSIONS
Date of training given: July 16th - 20th
Teachers who gave training: Mrs.Kalaivani
David and Miss.Mallika
Minutes of the meeting conducted on July
27th by Dr.Madeswaran.M
1. Sendurai teachers were excited to give away their 2nd training after having a week session in
Poraiyar School.
2. We thank Mr.Ravikumar, Miss.Vijayalaxmi and Mrs.Sumathy Sivakumar for arranging a good
acomodation and food with safty for the staff.
3. On 16th Sendurai teachers thoroughly observed the Coimbatore center.
4. From 17th they started teaching and performing all their regular work as if in Sendurai. Local staffs
were asked to be part of the work and also to do observation.
5. Segregation of EPL and Sensorial materials, arrangement of materials, presentation of language
materials, various concepts like day-night, root functioning were presented.
6. Nature walk was done and shown how it has to be done.
7. Few materials like craft items, clay, knitting items were purchased and introduced.
8. More work was planned for little hands like chopping the vegetables, clay pit, paper folding etc.
9. Sendurai staff showed how to make use of waste objects to make good looking creative craft
items.
10. Sendurai staff also taught much more about child psychology, concept of grounding, when to talk
and not to talk, importance of conversation skills, real objects, role play with more language skills,
songs with gestures.
11. Center of comparing, uniting the topics with the self which is the most valuable part of our system
has been shown to the children and staff.
12. Sense of orderliness, when to interfere with a child, how to make a child to focus in his work were
various important concepts of Montessori education presented to the staff.
13. Coimbatore staff members were able to grasp them and started implementing them. They said

that they were very clear about the differences and where and what has to be implemented.
14.''EPL activities are very important to get a child's focus'' says Dr.Montessori. This has become very
true in our Coimbatore school after training. We saw a child who never chooses his work has now
started performing more EPL exercises. Dr.Montessori herself used to perform many EPL exercises
in her training schools.
15. Nature walks have made the staff to realize the need to walk a long, need to go out and also how
natural learning will happen at that session.
Sendurai teachers said that they need more time for more training. It is understood. After few months
we will make Sendurai teachers to come back and observe Coimbatore school. But before that our
Coimbatore staff must have a day observation in Sendurai.
We thank Sakthi Foundation for supporting this session.
Dr.Madeswaran.M

